
Swiftwater Rescue Course 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

1. The following are multiple choice questions. Please write the correct response on the blank in front of
the question. (1.25 pts each)

__ l) As a rule always wear a life jacket (PFD) within 10 feet of the water. (p: 1.1) 
(Ji) true 
b) false

___ 2) It is okay to loop the rope around your wrist to increase your grip on the rope. (p: 1.2) 
.J!l true 

___ 3) 

___ 4) 

__ 5) 

___ 6) 

___ 7) 

___ 8) 

� false 

Deploying upstream spotters is necessary. However, deploying downstream rescuers is 
not necessary. (p: 1.2) 

Gil true 
b) false

What you bring with you is what you have for the rescue. (p: 1.2) 
(ill true 
b) false

"Rescuers first, victims second" means that the safety of the rescuer comes first. If a 
rescuer becomes a victim, you now have two victims to deal with. (p: 1.2) 

a) true
b) false

Coming onto the scene of an incident, paddlers in a recreational group have several 
important differences from a rescue squad. All items listed below are true regarding this 
difference except one. Which is it? (p: 1.3) 

a) Generally, paddlers have fewer people to assist in the rescue than the rescue
squad.

b) Generally, paddlers have less rescue equipment on hand to effect a rescue than a
rescue squad.

c
d
) Generally, paddlers reach the incident site before the rescue squad (time).
) In a heads down rescue, paddlers generally have the best opportunity to effect 

the rescue (type of rescue).
e) All of the above items are true.

The Swiftwater Rescue Technician (SRT VII) course by Rescue 3 ( rescue squads) is 
desi

r

ed for rescuers operating in which phase of the rescue curve? (p: 1.3) 
a prevention/safety 
b self-rescue 
c rescue by others in your group 
d rescue by others outside your group 

According to the rescue curve, your first line of defense is which of the following? 
(p: 1.1) 

a

l 

prevention/safety 
b self-rescue 
c rescue by others in your group 
d rescue by others outside your group 
e injury, damage or loss 
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